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What we’ll cover in this session
§GRACoL and G7
§Profile creation in Photoshop
§Printing the Pantone gamut
§The Warping of Lab
§The White Paper test
§D50 or D65
§3D Graphing secrets



GRACoL is not the same as G7

§GRACoL can be 
considered a specific 
sized puddle
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GRACoL is not G7

§G7 is a method
§G7 describes how 

to ride the bicycle

[]



Create profiles in Photoshop

§Use Photoshop to create 
your own custom ICC 
working space profiles
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Can’t print all Pantone colors with CMYK

§Pantone uses presses 
with up to 16 colors to 
achieve consistency and 
highly saturated colors
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Shhh… It’s a secret!



Lab is Warped

§Use as a connection 
space = OK

§Problems with 
depending on 
uniform spacing in 
L*a*b*



Lab is Warped
§dE 2000:§dE 76:



Lab is Warped

§ The proper 
shape of 
GRACoL 
tolerances 
(dE00) are 
oblong



Lab is Warped

§The human 
perceptual gamut 
in Lab space à



Lab is Warped

§The human 
perceptual gamut 
in CIECAM02 
“Jab” à
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The White Paper test



The White Paper test
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D50 or D65?



D50 or D65?

ßD50 in a light 
booth is more 
like D65 on a 
display à
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3D Graphing Secrets

100 x 256 x 256 = ?



3D Graphing Secrets

Does the gamut show 
the proofing 
direction, or the 
rendering direction?
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ColorThink Secrets

Option+Dble+Click to 
create a skin of 
outer gamut 
pointsà

[]



What to do with what you’ve learned

§Know how to refer to GRACoL and G7
§Create profiles in Photoshop
§Don’t depend on Lab being consistently uniform
§Use the White Paper test for paper and displays
§Use D50 for viewing booths; D65 for display
§Know the volumes shown in 3D gamut viewers



Thank you for 
attending!

Pat Herold
CHROMiX


